Gastaldi Global Travel
DMT CONFERENCE
Rome
June 14th to June 17th

Monday , June 15th – Imperial Rome Tour
IMPERIAL ROME TOUR – Eur 64,00 p/pax
This tour explores the most impressive sites of the ancient city.
The Colosseum, the spectacular amphitheater built by the Emperor
Vespasian, symbol of the Eternal City. The Roman Forum, the political
and commercial center of the city in ancient times, reflecting the twelve
centuries of Roman civilization. This fascinating collection of ruins
reflects the twelve centuries of Roman civilization.
Duration: approx 4 hours
Departing at 9 am from Parco dei Principi
Compulsory pre-reservation
Extensive cobblestone walking
Small bags and backpacks undergoing metal detectors screening and/or visual
checks. Large bags, rucksacks and trolleys not permitted.
Tour departure is guarantee with minimum 15 paying guest
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Tuesday, June 16th – Vatican Tour
VATICAN TOUR – Eur 76,00 p/pax
In the Vatican Museums there is an exceptional collection of artworks
from every era: more than 1000 rooms and galleries with amazing
treasures of art collected by the Popes over the centuries.
The highlight of the tour is of course the Sistine Chapel, built in the 15th
century as a private chapel for the Popes. Guests will have time to view
Michelangelo’s masterpiece: the impressive frescoed ceiling and, above
all, its Last Judgement.
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The itinerary will conclude with a visit to the majestic Basilica of St
Peter’s. Inside the famous white marble Pietas carved by Michelangelo
at the age of twenty-five.

Duration: approx 5 hours
Departure from Parco dei Principi at 8 am
No guided visits inside the Basilica during Mass’ service
Compulsory pre-reservation
Vatican specific attire guidelines are: ladies must cover knees and
shoulders, for gentlemen no shorts
Extensive walking
Tour departure is guarantee with minimum 15 paying guest
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